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ABSTRACT

This report presents a specific method of programming a digi-

tal computer to construct and evaluate codes suitable for use in a

burst-error correction decoding scheme described in the Tenth Scienti-

fic Report. 1 Two (100,50) codes of this type have been constructed

using the methods described. One is found capable of correcting

uniquely all bursts of length 21 or less.

The method used to evaluate burst-error correcting capabili-

ties is applicable to any group code, not just the class under con-

sideration. Memory limitations have restricted the present program

to code lengths not exceeding 105 digits, of which at most 63 may

be check digits.
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GLO6SARY

B - set of error burst sequences

b - maximum correctible burst length

c ~number of check digits per code word

c i- ith check digit

[ei] - partial error sequence

fei]A - error sequence

ij_ jth information digit

k - number of information digits per code word

[MI - matrix relating information digits to check
digits

[M], [M2 ] - submatrices of [M]

n - number of digits in a code word

p - record of column under consideration

Ps - record of columns already considered, including
present

Pi - ith parity digit

[P] - parity check, or coding, matrix

[P1 1,[P2 1 ......... [Pq] - submatrices of [P], all of which have inverses

[p] - parity sequence

q - number of decoding matrices

[ []2 [3 .... - decoding matrices

R - random number

ri - ith received digit

"-°-I [NR ] - submatrices used in second construction method
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[r] - received sequence

S i - ith set of columns

X - first part of set of columns

x - amount of overlap of two matrices

Y - second part of set of columns

y - initial second part of set of columns
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A. Introduction and Basic Theory

1The Tenth Scientific Report described a coding and decoding

method for burst-error correction. The coding and decoding processes

are fairly simple, but the actual construction and evaluation of a code

is difficult. The purpose of this report is to give a specific method

for constructing such a code and evaluating its correction capabilities,

and to illustrate codes actually constructed by this method.

The theory of the burst-error correction procedure for ran-

domly chosen group codes was given in the Tenth Scientific Report. 1

Only the basic ideas needed for an understanding of the results will

be repeated here.

In an (nk) group code, 2 the n-k = c check digits ci may be

computed from the k information digits i by the matrix equation

cc

where [K] is a c x k matrix of ones and zeroes, and addition is modulo two.
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lot the last a digits in a trans•itted oode word be the check dig4ts.

ilan a squene of binary digits r. (1-1, 2, e.., an) representing ms-

sag plus noise is received, a parity sequence can be Pormdt

• I 1 iP, rll
P2  r .1I2

* I

• Ix] [1] ' ,(2)
* I

Ir

where [I] is & a X c unit diagonal mtrix. In abbreviated form, (2)

a be written as

[p] [ P] [r] • (3)

The received sequence can be considereA as the modulo two

digit-by-digit sua of the tranmltted sequence and a noise (or error)

sequence. The roup of 2n possible error sequences can be partitioned

into e cosets of the group of code words. All the sequences in each

coset have the same parity sequence and no two sequences in different
2

cosets have the same parity sequence.

Te error correction procedure is based on a set of hypotheses

that the errors are all within given blocks of c positions of the re-

ceived sequence. A set of c x c mtrices [PI]s [P2 ], ... EP qI is

chosen, such that [PI] consists of the columns 1 to c of [P], [P2 ]

consists of the columns c - x + it o 2c - x (x> b), etc., so that q
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is the smallest integer for which each matrix overlaps the preceding

one in at least b positions, and every position is included in at

least one matrix. The value of q is the smallest integer equal to or

greater than (n-b)/(c-b).

Let B be the set of error sequences consisting of bursts of

length b or less. Assume that:

1) no two elements of B appear in the same coset and

2) each matrix [Pi] has an inverse.

The decoding procedure can then correct uniquely every element of B.

The quantities

[eil = [Pi]-I [P] [r] = [(Q] [r] (4)

are calculated. The error sequence corresponding to [ei] is [ei]Aý

where [elOA is obtained from (ei] by augmenting [el] with c zeroes

corresponding to the positions hypothesized to be error-free. If one

of the (ei]A e B, the procedure is to add that [ei]A to [r]. If no

[ei]A e B, the code word is rejected and a repeat is requested.



B. Specific Codes

Two (10 0,50) codes were constructed in a random manner with

the aid of a Packard Bell pb 250 computer. The better of the two codes

is illustrated in this section. The other is shown in Appendix H.

Additional codes could be constructed and evaluated at a rate of about

one every 4-5 hours.

Methods of construction are described in Section C, and further

details of the construction program are given in Appendices B and C.

The method of evaluation is given in Section D and Appendix D.

B-I. Coding and Decoding Matrices for a Particular Code

The coding matrix [P] for a particular (100,50) code is shown

in figure L The digits of the matrix are represented octally, each

octal digit representing three successive binary digits in a row of the

matrix. Since 100 is not a multiple of 3, the last octal digit in a

row represents only a single binary digit, being a 4 or a 0, according

as the binary digit is a 1 or a 0, respectively. The + signs should

be ignored.

Three decoding matrices are required, covering the sets of

positions 1-50, 26-75, and 51-100, respectively. These matrices are

of the form:

[• P1]-1 (P] (5)

[Q2] = [Pd]- [P] (6)

and [ =] - [P]i- 1 [P] = [P] (7)
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30102$30102 301.03$30103 30104$30104 30105I30105 30106W30106
0+7650103 D+4226222 0+4150000 D+0000000 D+0000000
+6026515 D+7632523 +4304000 +0000000 +0000000
+2073145 +3567264 +2522000 +0000000 +0000000
+1705543 +7122033 +6521000 +0000000 .0000000
+1047617 +6336432 +1500400 +0000000 +0000000
+1450526 +2016664 +4160200 +0000000 +0000000
+3340014 +2560623 +0500100 +0000000 +0000000
+0732456 +1177552 +2040040 +0000000 +0000000
+1151523 +1247332 +7560020 +0000000 +0000000
+3332160 +0141464 +5760010 +0000000 +0000000
+4730620 +2047633 +5660004 +0000000 +0000000
+1043562 +5717040 +2140002 4.600o00 +0000000
+5612152 +2067673 +3400001 +0000000 40000000
+0746154 +5346121 +3400000 +4000000 +0000000
+4637071 +5244371 +0040000 42000000 +0000000
+6572605 +5123643 +1300000 +1000000 +0000000
+2576237 +4544251 +2560000 +0400000 +0000000
+6204066 +1712676 +7340000 +0200000 +0000000
+6771731 +7404122 +4100000 +0100000 +0000000
+5274760 +2405260 +0000000 +0040000 +0000000
+6335700 +4400366 +0460000 +0020000 +0000000
+4776712 +1752202 +3320000 +0010000 +0000000
+6470220 +5617650 +7560000 +0004000 +0000000
+0622164 +5707721 +2700000 +0002000 +0000000
+5264424 +2310460 +1220000 +0001000 +0000000
+1104771 +5206123 +2340000 +0000400 +0000000
+7536347 +7254276 +2520000 +0000200 +0000000
+0653760 +0307347 +4260000 +0000100 +0000000
+7515446 +6322055 +4200000 +0000040 +0000000
+4515122 +5435675 +4500000 +0000020 +0000000
+0157712 +2032431 +0200000 +0000010 +0000000
+3023503 +6025552 +2720000 +0000004 +0000000
+4051431 +1704437 +3220000 +0000002 40000000
+7660354 +7464577 +5120000 +0000001 +0000000
+2501316 +0163264 +2360000 +0000000 +4000000
+4350454 +1002101 +3100000 +0000000 +2000000
+3320706 +4061557 +2040000 +0000000 +1000000
+6770605 +4772551 +3700000 +0000000 +0400000
+3257041 +4041441 +7360000 +0000000 +0200000
+2312161 +4327236 +6760000 +0000000 +0100000
+4302121 +2007713 +3640000 +0000000 +0040000
+0242560 +6367475 +6460000 +0000000 +0020000
+5556700 +1412400 +2060000 +0000000 +0010000
+7571741 +0017715 +1200000 +0000000 +0004000
+1040433 +2275346 +2020000 +0000000 +0002000
+0353252 +4107564 +2060000 +0000000 40001000
+1214722 +3322517 +1040000 +0000000 40000400
+3212635 +4420066 +3060000 +0000000 +0000200
+4004100 +2530000 +1460000 +0000000 +0000100
+5400273 +2512507 +2100000 +0000000 +0000040

Figure 1 - Coding (end Decoding) Matrix [P] for a (100, 50) Code
(keY +3571.2633
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Since [P3 ]- 1 = [I], the third decoding matrix is Just [P] itself. The

other two are shown in figures 2 and 3.

(Actually, any one of the three matrices in figures 1, 2, and 3,

can be chosen as the coding matrix. The only difference would be in the

check digit locations. If figure 2 were the coding matrix, the check

digitswould occupy positions 26-75, while if figure 3 were the coding

matrix they would occupy positions 1-50).

Although the above code appears to be random, and can be con-

sidered to be random for its intended use, it was actually generated by

the computer in a deterministic manner by successive multiplications

and retention of the minor product. 3 The entire code can always be re-

generated by means of the key number + 3574263. How this is done will

be explained in Appendix B. The code described in Appendix H was not

generated in this manner, but was constructed from random numbers taken

partly from a table of random numbers,4 and partly from digits selected

from the decimal expansion of the natural logarithmic base e. It is

recommended, however, that any future codes be constructed by the much

simpler process of computer generation.

B-2. Error-Correcting Capabilities

It was found that the code whose matrix is shown in figure 1

is capable of correcting uniquely all error bursts of length 21 or less,

but not including all bursts of length 22. The other chosen code was

found capable of correcting all error bursts of length 18 or less, but

not all bursts of length 19.
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30102 30103 30104 30105 30106
D044000000 D.0000000 0+0006103 D+6322465 D+2303300
+2000000 +0000000 +0017121 +2245415 +2022200
+1000000 .0000000 +0016766 +1245101 +5361540
+0400000 +0000000 +0015546 +6040247 +2340300
+0200000 +0000000 +0003475 +2123674 +6653040
+0100000 +0000000 +0011624 +1453546 +7651740
+0040000 +0000000 +0015463 +7560105 +3772040
+0020000 +0000000 +0003053 +6655232 +2473200
+0010000 +0000000 +0013317 +1426420 +1255600
+0004000 +0000000 +0010624 +0403022 +4464340
+0002000 +0000000 +0000350 +6501514 +4017300
+0001000 +0000000 +0000114 +5115146 +6173300
+0000400 +0000000 +0007427 +1644737 +7205300
+0000200 +0000000 +0012674 +5363242 +5351700
+0000100 +0000000 +0001503 +3061475 +0225400
+0000040 +0000000 +0012750 +6273072 +5747700
+0000020 +0000000 +0001000 +6216235 +4206140
+0000010 +0000000 +0001703 +6672427 +6777600
+0000004 +0000000 +0002303 +2625124 +5606100
+0000002 +0000000 +0000402 +2063250 +7325400
+0000001 +0000000 +0013525 +2472766 +2647700
+0000000 +4000000 +0010231 +0142716 +4003000
+0000000 +2000000 +0006327 +0471633 +4271700
+0000000 +1000000 +0000432 +6375440 +5007200
+0000000 +0400000 +0015214 +6473312 +0035740
+0000000 +0200000 +0007033 +6436304 +6561200
+0000000 +0100000 +0017502 +0605744 +0335640
+0000000 +0040000 +0015367 +5641033 +4141600
+0000000 +0020000 +0000066 +0052601 +4433440
+0000000 +0010000 +0006011 +6362537 +1423440
+0000000 +0004000 +0000562 +0531153 +4326540
+0000000 +0002000 +0002766 +2671542 +7050400
+0000000 +0001000 +0006223 +6677363 +4361100
+0000000 +0000400 +0011015 +3051023 +7413600
+0000000 +0000200 +0013247 +1 445447 +0361440
+0000000 +0000100 +0012504 +4156510 +4430340
+0000000 +0000040 +0013713 +3313627 +1043300
+0000000 +0000020 +0014035 +0225213 +3410400
+0000000 +0000010 +0003656 +0337470 +6547240
+0000000 +0000004 +0004174 +1750457 +4441000
+0000000 +0000002 +0015252 +7101135 +3766540
+0000000 +0000001 +0000042 +7524566 +0320200
+0000000 +0000000 +4011440 +7401210 +1552600
+0000000 +0000000 +2011411 +3652532 +7170400
+0000000 +0000000 +1010453 +1326050 +0753300
+0000000 +0000000 +0402733 +7531071 +6514340
+0000000 +0000000 +0216363 +7302015 +4500100
+0000000 +0000000 +0115501 +5776422 +3371100
+0000000 +0000000 +0056426 +4507675 +1320340
+0000000 +0000000 +0031124 +7167735 +0544040

Figure 2 - Decoding Matrix Q, for the (100, 50) Code
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30102 30103 30104 30105 30106
D+3713536 D+6200000 D+0000000 D+0000016 D+6451500
+7774554 +1500000 +0000000 +0000114 +6323340
+1551671 +1440000 +0000000 +0000171 +2672440
+5355132 +0420000 +0000000 +0000733 +7027300
+1137304 +5010000 +0000000 +0000757 +7543100
+0402050 +2004000 +0000000 +0000466 +5230340
+1557221 +2002000 +0000000 +0000335 +4366640
+5670712 +5001000 +0000000 +0000102 +5063040
+7733445 +5400400 +0000000 +0000324 +4561500
+7611022 +4000200 +0000000 +0000310 +1434300
+6771365 +5000100 +0000000 +0000320 +3004040
+5441063 +7400040 +0000000 +0000041 +0703200
+1523136 +2000020 +0000000 +0000553 +7771640
+6467554 +6000010 +0000000 +0000616 +2743140
+4427670 +6400004 +0000000 +0000515 +5454540
+7762060 +4000002 +0000000 +0000243 +5230200
+1407741 +2000001 +0000000 +0000277 +0601000
+5764352 +0000000 +4000000 +0000526 +1376340
+5601145 +1400000 +2000000 +0000034 +5063240
+3565222 +0000000 +1000000 +0000231 +7565040
+3073765 +400000C +0400000 +0000433 +3015000
+4412063 +6000000 +0200000 +0000157 +5550640
+4615136 +5400000 +0100000 +0000067 +7065400
+7273554 +0000000 +0040000 +0000406 +1315400
+0277671 +2400000 +0020000 +0000374 +3022400
+7411132 +5000000 +0010000 +0000531 +4453t00
+3367304 +1000000 +0004000 +0000232 +4235140
+0762051 +3400000 +0002000 +0000504 +6460100
+4126272 +4400000 +0001000 +0000451 +6726200
+3101204 +0000000 +0000400 +0000272 +6136500
+7120650 +2400000 +0000200 +0000204 +5142440
+0332620 +6000000 +0000100 +0000651 +0713240
+1324640 +5000000 +0000040 +0000672 +4563200
+5112101 +0000000 +0000020 +0000205 +7013700
+5560252 +6400000 +00C0010 +0000722 +2471200
+6023745 +5400000 +00000,04 +0000164 +1270740
+3010623 +1400000 +0000002 +0000410 +0714240
+4366037 +7400000 +0000001 +0000521 +5026100
+7667426 +3400000 +0000000 +4000512 +6431300
+3266635 +0000000 +0000000 +2000044 +7606040
+0310702 +0400000 +0000000 +1000750 +5236240
+4102725 +3400000 +0000000 +0400021 +1630240
+7,51 5363 +3400000 +0000000 +0200313 +3107240
+7732736 +3000000 +0000000 +0100517 +2466000
+3775155 +4000000 +0000000 +0040366 +6615440
+4005742 +4000000 +0000000 +0020135 +4104040
+7447425 .0000000 +0000000 +0010503 +6130000
+0617562 +1000000 +0000000 +0004376 +7405140
+0262265 +5400000 +0000000 +0002654 +1325300
+4665662 +4000000 +0000000 +0001071 +5735400

Figure 3 - Deooing Matrixz . for the (10., 50) Oode
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It was shown in Section V.B of reference 1 that of the (100j50)

codes for which all [Pt] have inverses, at least 79 percent can correct

Sall bursts of length 19 or less, and at least 18 percent can correct

all bursts of length 20 or less. The bound does not guarantee that

any (3o00,50) code could correct all bursts of length 21 or less. The

fact that one of two selected codes could correct all bursts of length

21 or less suggests that the bound is somewhat pessimistic. A defi-

nite upper bound on the maximum burst length is c/2, or 25 in this

case.

The method by which the error-correcting capability of the

codes were determined is described in Section D and Appendix D.

B-3. Implementation of the Decoding Procedure

Although the selection and evaluation of a code is difficult,

its actual implementation is not difficult. The matrix decoding opera-

tions can be carried out by means of a very elementary type of magnetic

core matrix, as shown in figure 4.

A core is placed at an intersection if and only if the inter-

section of row i with column j of the matrix is a one. (Dwunm cores

can be placed at other intersections, if necessary). The cores are

originally set in their zero state. When the first digit is received,

the first vertical wire is energized if and only if the digit is a one,

and a pulse passes along all horizontal wires which intersect with the

first vertical wire at a core. Later received digits act in a similar

manner. Flip-flops on each horizontal wire record zero or one according

as an even or odd number of impulses have occurred on that wire.
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FIG. 4

A MAGNETIC CORE DECODING MATRIX
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A total of three such matrices are required for the (100,50)

code. 2he contents of the 50 f ip-flop in the represent

[e i]p and if one of the three let] corresponds to a burst of length b

or less, that [ei] is added to the appropriate 50 digits of the 100-

digit received sequence. Otherwise, the sequence is rejected and a

repeat requested.

The matrix requires only tvo wires through each core instead

of the usual three and in this respect is easier to construct than

standard core matrices. On the other hand, the fact that genuine cores

are placed only at fairly random intersections m make the matrix

somevhat more difficult to construct.
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0. Oonstruct ion of the Oode

If [P] is the coding matrix of a (100,50) group code, it is

required for the burst-error correcting procedure that the following

sets of columns of [P] be linearly independent:

columns 1 to 50;

columns 26 to 75;

columns 51 to 100.

One of these sets may be chosen to correspond to the parity check

digit positions and is thus a unit diagonal matrix. The remaining 50

columns, which are designated as [N], may be chosen in a random manner,

subject to the restriction that the appropriate sets of columns of [P]

be linearly independent.

One method of finding a suitable matrix [M] is to select ma-

trices at random until one is found which satisfies the linear independ-

ence conditions. Approximately one matrix in twelve is suitable for

codes of rate 1/2 (see p. 31 of ref. 1).

A second method of finding a suitable code is to begin with

a diagonal matrix and then form random combinations of rows. This

method has the advantage that the linear independence requirement is

automatically satisfied without an indefinite number of successive trials,

but the disadvantage that the coding matrix is not constructed in one

whole unit, but must be built up from the random matrices with inverses

which have been constructed.
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2he first method is preferable given the present pavopn,

because it is re compatible with the evaluation propram and requ•res

fewer manual operations.

C-1. First Method

Figure 5 show the general block diagram for this procedure.

2he connectors( , (a (3 etc.. refer to sore detailed diagras given

in Appendices B and D.

First, a random (100,50) code is generated by constructing

the matrix [P] of random numbers except for a unit diagonalized 50 x 50

matrix in columns 26-75. Thenp the linear independence of columns

1-50 is investigated (i=-) with the aid of the code evaluation program.

(This program is described in Section D and Appendix D). If they are

linearly dependent, a new code is generated. If they are linearly

independent, columns 51-100 are tested for linear independence, (i=3).

If these are also linearly independent, a suitable code has been found.

Immediately after a code has been found suitable, the form of

the coding matrix is such that a single one appears in each of columns

51-100. Rows are then interchanged so that columns 51-100 form a unit

diagonal matrix, thereby yielding the matrix [P]. By setting i = 1 and

a = 0, as shown in figure 5, columns 1-50 can be diagonalized, forming

the decoding matrix [%]. The other decoding atrixj, [2], is obtained

by setting i = 2 and a = 0. It is always possible to return to the

coding matrix [P] (which is 'also decoding matrix [Q3 ]) by setting

i = 3 anda= 0.
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The first method was used to construct the code described in

Section B. Details of a program utilizing the method awe given in

Appendix B.

0-2. Second Method

7he procedure used here for finding a suitable code is to

begin with a diagonal matrix and then form random combinations of row

as follows. ebplace the first row by the sun of the original first

row with a random selection of the other rows. Then replace the second

row by the sum of the second row with a random selection of the other

rows, using the new first row if this row should be included in the sum6

Continue until all rovs have been changed. The resulting matrix has an

inverse.

In order to use the above procedure, the unit diagonal matrix

was chosen to occupy positions 26-75, and the matrix [1] vas partitioned

into 25 x 25 submatrices as follows:

IX (8

, R X

where the matrices Dil and ]are chosen in a random manner, but

subject to the restriction that they have inverses. The matrices

[ an] ad [R] can be selected entirely at raadoi.

The matrices [P][,1, and [P.] ae then
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[pl] (I )25

I (-)

L M ,

25

L I I25j

[P3] --- - (i)
1I25 M 2

The submetrix 1:25 ia a 25 x 25 unit diagonal matrix. M-e inverses of

these matrilces are

-P (1Ii)

{ZRi

s I
L



he three decoding matres a tha

ý5 1 0 i
C- •rI [P] . ... (15)

, (is)

'25 R2

[Q]EP21-1 []m(6

[ ~ ~ N 0 1p 1 -II(y

IQ5 IP1 P

One method of finding [(j], [%1, and [Q3] is to construct

D11] [X2], [N1]' [N,]-', and the other various matrix products and

uiwu involved in (12),. (13),, and (14i). This can be do~ne.. and a program

for performing all these operations is included in Appendix C. However,

once [[Q] is known, it was found to be more practical to use the code

evaluation p•rOam to find [%] and [Q3], as illustrated in figure 5.

The second method was used to construct the code shown in

Appendix H. Further details about the program for carrying out this

second method are given in Appendix C.
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D. Evaluation of the Error-Correcting Capabilities of the Code

D-l. Object and General Approach

It is desired to find the largest value of b for which the

code corrects uniquely all bursts of length b or less. For this purpose

it is necessary and sufficient to show that each burst of length b or

less is contained in a different coset of the goup of code words: i.e.,

that each burst of length b or less is associated with a different

parity check sequence.

There are two possible approaches. One is to generate each

error burst and observe the decoder outputs. The other is to investigate

the structure of the decoding matrix.

The first approach would be practical if a fast special-purpose

decoder for the code were already available, but would require a pro-

hibitive length of time for most general-purpose computers. For example,

if b = 19, there are about 22 million bursts of length b or less. Since

it would be optimistic to assume that the pb 250 could check more than

one per second, the procedure would take at least 6000 hours of computing

time. Moreover, each additional unit increase of b would approximately

double the required time. The second approach is the one used here.

A procedure is found which requires about 3 hours of computing time

for b = 21.

D-2. Underlying Principle of the Evaluation Procedure

If the columns of a submtrix [8] consisting of certain

columns of [P] are linearly independent, then no two bursts which together
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cover positions included entirely in [8] can have the same parity se-

quence. To prove that a code is capable of correcting uniquely all

bursts of length b or less., it is sufficient to show that the follow-

ing sets of columns, each containing 2b elements, are all linearly

independent:

[Si]: lto bo b + 1to 2b

[82]: 1 to b, b + 2 to 2b + 1

[SnZb+l]: 1 to b, n - b + 1 to n

[Sn_2b+2] 2 to b + 1, b + 2 to 2b + 1

[S 2n-4b+]: 2 to b + 1, n- b + 1 to n

Sjn 2(ýn..2b+.l)j: n- 2b + I to n- b, n- b +1 to n

2

These sets are sufficient because any two bursts must be both included

by at least one of the sets.

D-3. The Method

qie linear independence of the sets [Si] is investigated

in the order presented above by adding rows of the [P] matrix to other
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row of the [P] matrix. Such operations do not change the linear in-

dependence or dependence of any set of columns of the matrix.5 The

method used is described below with reference to the five parts of

figure 6.

A Gauss-Jordan reduction type of operation6 is employed to

determine linear independence. Thus, the first column of the set is

searched for a non-zero element (search for pivot - part 3). When

one is found, the (pivot) row of [P] containing that element is added

modulo two digit-by-digit to all rows whose first column has a non-

zero element (perform pivot operation - part 4). Then, a search (search

for pivot) is made for a non-zero element in the second column of the

set (select new column - part 1), excluding from consideration the pre-

vious pivot row. This process is continued until either:

(a) all members of the set of columns are searched and a non-

zero pivot is found for every column, in which case the set is linearly

independent; or,

(b) a column is found with no acceptable pivot, in which case the

set is linearly dependent.

If [S1] is found to be linearly independent, [S2] is next in-

vestigated. (Change set of columns - part 2). Since [S and [S2] are

identical except in one column, it is only necessary to investigate

one column of [S2] to ddtermine its linear independence once [8l] has

been found linearly independent. (Change one part of set - transfer

to cl). After [Sn-2b+l] has been investigated, however, a large number

of new columns must be investigated, so that it is most convenient
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to investigate all columns of the new set, even though there is a

slight duplication of effort. (Change both parts of set - transfer

to aI).

If some set [Si] is found to be linearly dependent, then not

all bursts of length b or less can be corrected for the chosen value

of b. The value of b is then reduced by one (reduce burst length -

part 5), the number of columns per set by two, and the search is con-

tinued (transfer to f 2 ). It is not necessary to begin all over again'

when the burst length has been reduced, since all sets found linearly

independent include sets for smaller values of b. If, for example, the

set j to bo + j - 1, k to bo + k - 1 was the last to have been found

linearly independent, the search can continue starting with j + 1 to

bo + J - 1, k + 1 to b0 + k- 1. Actually, for convenience, some

duplication has been permitted, and the search continues starting with

a + 1 to bo + j - 1, bo + j to 2bo + j - 2.

The total number of submatrices to be investigated increases

as the square of the code length. This property ensures that the

computer does not have to compete with an exponential growth of com-

putations with code length, as would be the case if each error burst

had to be individually generated and checked.

Further details of the code evaluation procedure are given

in Appendix D.

D-4. Best Codes

A program which permits both construction and evaluation
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is capable of finding a 'best" code. For example, to find a code

capable of correcting all bursts of length b or less, the computer

could generate a code, test its capability to correct bursts of length

b or less and, if it could notp generate another code. However, the

pb 250 program is too slov (about 2- 4 hours per code) to make this

procedure practical if the fraction of codes correcting all bursts up

to length b is very s-ilI.
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L Conclusions

Two program have been described for the construction of

codes suitable for the burst-error correction procedure described in

reference (1). Also, a program for evaluating the burst-error

correcting capabilities of the constructed code has been presented.

The general logical procedures described are valid for any code length,

n, and number of check digits, c. The specific pb 250 programs were

written for n = 100 and c = 50, but with minor modifications they could

be used for any n < 105 and c < 65. (These modifications are explained

in Appendix G). Larger codes could also be handled if additional

nemory lines were available.

The first method of construction is preferable given the present

programs, because it is more compatible with the evaluation program and

requires fewer manual operations.

The evaluation program permits determination of the burst-error

correction capabilities (maximum value of b) for any group code, not

Just the class under consideration.
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APP IXX A

Characteristics of the pb 250 and Conventions Used

The Appendices to follow contain various descriptions of the

programs constructed. Some of the discussion is general, but other

parts will be intelligible only to someone familiar with the Packard-

Bell pb 250 computer, and are presented chiefly for reference value.

However, a few basic pb 250 characteristics and conventions used are

explained here as an aid to understanding the principal ideas.

The pb 250 stores data or commands in a number of lines,

each containing 256 sectors numbered (octally) from 000 through 377

(400 octal = 256 decimal). The lines available on the particular

machine used are numbered 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, and 07. Each

command location stores 21 bits plus a sign bit. There are also three

arithmetic registers, labelled A, B, and C.

The following conventions are employed in the pb 250 logic

diagrams to follow:

(1) Parentheses signify "contents of".

(2) A long dash, as (A)- (B), implies contents of A replace

contents of B.

(3) Three-figure numbers, as 002, signify octal sector numbers.

(4) Two-figure numbers, as 02, signify octal line numbers.

(5) The number at the upper right corner is the address of the

first instruction in the box - sector number followed by

line number.
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(6) The words "(A) and (B)" signify the logical product of (A)

and (B) as binary sequences. A one is placed in every posi-

tion of "(A) and (B)", where both (A) and (B) contain a one.

A zero is placed in all other positions.

(7) The words "(A) or (B)" signify the logical sum of (A) and (B).

A one is placed in every position of "(A) or (B)" where either

(A) or (B) or both contain a one. A zero is placed in all

other positions.

(8) A connector @ has a subscript i which indicates it is in

the ith section of the program.
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APFDIX B

Code Construction Program - First Method

1. Generation of a Random Code

The process of generating a random code consists of selecting

n - c columns of the [P] matrix as random sequences of zeroes and ones,

and of selecting a unit diagonal matrix for the c columns corresponding

to the positions to be occupied by check digits. The key as to which

columns are to contain the unit diagonal matrix is contained as a set

of numbers in sector 277, lines 02, 03, 041 05, and 06. The location

of zeroes in these numbers corresponds to the c columns of the matrix

[P] (located in the first n columns of sectors 300-377, lines 02, 03,

o4, 05, and 06), which contain the unit diagonal matrix. Fbr the

(100,50) code with check digits in position 26-75, the key numbers

are, in octal form,

277 02$ +7777777
277 03$ +7400000
277 04$ +400000
277 05$ +0000777
277 o6$ +777774o

The columns corresponding to ones in the 277 sector numbers are filled

with random numbers. The manner in which this is done is illustrated

in Figures 7-8. Conventions used are as described in Appendix A.

Part 1 of the Random Code Generation Program (figure 7) con-

sist of filling in the random numbers. Initially, some randomly-chosen

positive 21-bit number is placed in (R). The first random number
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generated in the minor product of (R) with +7303125 (octal) which is

the highest power of five capable of being placed in one location.

This minor product then replaces (R) for use in generating the second

random number. The digit-by-digit logical product of the first random

number with the contents of 277 02 are placed in 301 02 to form the

first 21 bits in the first row of matrix [P]. Similarly, all the

addresses from 301 through 362, line 02, are filled with random num-

bers. The program then moves to line 03, etc. The initial, or "key"

random number Ro is stored in 240 05.

Part 2 of the Random Code Generation Program (shown in figure 8)

is for the purpose of inserting the unit diagonal matrix. Beginning

with +4000000 (octal) in (d), the contents of d are shifted and com-

pared with the contents of sector 277 (first line 02, then line 03,

etc.) until the single one in (d) corresponds in position to a zero in

(277,x). Then the binary digit-by-digit logical sum of (d) with (301,x)

is stored in (301,x). The contents of d are shifted once more and the

new contents stored in (302,x) (unless, Just previously, (d) = +0000001,

in which case +4000000 would be stored in (302,x+01)). Each time (d)

is stored, the sector address key S is incremented by one, but each

time (d) has a one in a position corresponding to a one in (277,x)

the key S is not incremented, and (d) is not stored. After line 06

has been passed, the construction is complete.

2. Suitability of the Code

The above discussion has described the details of the
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"Generate Random Code" box in figure 5, Section C.1. The following is

a description of the remaining parts of figure 5.

A key is first set up to indicate for which sets of columns

linear independence is to be searched. Ybr the (100,50) code this is

set up as follows.

line -6 02 03 04 05 06

sector

267 -7777777 -7400000 +0000000 +0000000 +0000000
270 +0000000 +0377777 -7760000 40000000 +0000000
271 +0000000 +0000000 +0017777 -7777000 +0000000
272 +0000000 +0000000 +0000000 +0000777 -7777740

Fbr other codes, sectors 273, 274, 275, and 276, are also available

to permit linear independence search over more sets of matrices. In

the present case, keys 267 and 270 are used to search for linear

independence of columns 1-50, while 271 and 272 are used to search

columns 51-100. In the program, the keys to be used are expressed

as 267 +(p), 270 +(p).

Figure 9 shows the logic diagram. Initially, p = 0 is set.

Most of the logic shown is for the purpose of adapting the main evalua-

tion program to the present requirements. The number +7000000 is placed

in a key position in the main program to cause it to branch differently

from its normal procedure. (The dashed lines indicate the paths nor-

mally taken by the main program. See Section D and Appendix D for

a description of the main program).

The section beginning with 014 04 places the contents of

267 +(p) and 270 +(p), lines 02 through 06, in that part of the main
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program which determines the set of columns to be searched for linear

independence (quantities X and Y in the main program). In order that

the code be suitable it is necessary that columns 1-50 be linearly

independent and that columns 51-100 be linearly independent. (Columns

26-75 are already linearly independent by construction). Thus, the search

is first run through for p = 0, then for p = 2. If the set for p = 0

is found linearly dependent, a new code is generated.

The time required to generate a code is about 15 seconds.

It requires 3 or 5 minutes to determine if the code is suitable. The

time required to find a suitable code is variable, usually between

1/2 and 1 hour for a (100,50) code.

The coding matrix obtained in the above manner appears in a

mixed form. To obtain a usable form, it is necessary to interchange

rows such that the ith row represents the ith check rule of the code.

This is done by the procedure illustrated in figure 10.

Again, the main evaluation program is used for the bulk of the

operations. A key of +7700000 is placed in (Yo,02) to obtain proper

branching. Then, the main evaluation program is entered. Suppose

that columns 51-100 are the ones under consideration. These columns

already each contain exactly a single one, but the one is generally

not in the desired position. The first column considered is

column 51, and (i) is set equal to 001. The search for pivot (see

Appendix D) discovers a one in row j of column 51. The key then

causes the program to branch to 325 07 instead of proceeding to "perform

pivot operation". The portion of the program following 325 07 interchanges



row i and row j of the matrix. Column 51 now contains a one only in

row one. The number (i) is then increased by 001, and the main pro-

gram re-entered at & where the column under consideration is shifted

to 52.

After fifty interchanges have been made, (i) - 063 (octal)

will be zero, and the program will halt. A unit diagonal matrix now

appears in columns 51-100. To observe the decoding matrix with columns

1-50 diagonalized, the program is entered at &, where (p) and (x)

are both set equal to 000 (see figure 9). The code suitability program

is then run through for just (p) = 000, yielding single ones in each

of columns 1-50. The rows are then interchanged by the "Interchange

to diagonal" program. Similarly, to observe the 26-75 diagonalized

decoding matrix, & is the entry, and (p) = 001 is used. Entry at

Swill return to the 51-100 diagonalized matrix.

Once a suitable code has been found, it can be regenerated at

any time by insexting the key number for that code in 201 05 and per-

forming the random code generation program.
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APPIMIX C

Code Construction Program - Second Method

1. Theory

Te matrix [14 ] may be considered as defined by the product of

matrices

[14 = [Ts1][T 4] ..- T1

where

1 .
0 0

(Tj] = dij ........ di,i-. 1 di,i+i ......... di,9s

. 1
and the dij, for all j except j = i, are chosen at random. Me matrix

[Ti] represents the operation of replacing the ith row by the modulo

two sum of the ith row with a random selection of the other rows. It

can readily be shown by taking the product that

[Ti][Ti] = [1] (18)

From (18), it follows that the inverse of M% is given by

(1]-' = (T1]ETP] ... [T5] , (19)

since

[TI][T21 ... [T25 ][T25 I ... [T2 ][T,]] = ('1 (20)
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Thus, if a matrix is formed by using a not of row combination

rules as above, its inverse is found by performing the combinations in

reverse order. This allows the use of practically the same computer

program to obtain both a matrix and its inverse.

The product of two matrices can also be found with only a

slight change in the basic program. The ith row of the product (A]LB]

is the modulo two digit-by-digit sum of those rows of [B] such that the

Jth row is included in the sum if and only if digit aij of [A] is a one.

This operation is very similar to that performed in constructing [K 1 ].

If [A] replaces the row combination rules, [B] replaces the diagonal

matrix, and if the sum of rove is stored in a new location instead of

replacing the old row of [B], the program used for constructing [14]

can be used to find the product (A][B].

2. Description of the pb 250 Program

Although only 25 x 25 matrices are being constructed, the pro-

gram permits construction, inversion, and products of matrices of any

size up to 63 x 63 without modification. The key which tells the pro-

gram when to stop is a negative number placed after the last combination

rule. The combination rules were stored in sectors 201 through 231,

lines 02 and 03, the first 21 digits of a row being stored in line 02,

and the remaining 4 in line 03 (with a + sign). If a larger matrix

were used, sectors 201-276 are available, and each combination could be

stored in lines 02, 03, and 04, making up to 63 (decimal) dimensions

possible.
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Figure U1 shows the basic outline of the matrix construction

progam. Pandom numbers are generated to form the combination rules.

To find a matrix and its inverse, a unit diagonal matrix is initially

stored in sectors 301 through 377, lines 02, 03, and 04. The resultant

matrix or inverse will appear in these locations upon comletion of the

props. The props. is divided for convenience into five separate

parts, thich are individually described in figures 12-17. Conventions

are as described in Appendix A.

Part 1 (IIgure 12)

This section describes the mAin program. Tbe three boxes in-

dicated by asterisks are modified according to whether the purpose is

to construct a matrix, find its inverse, or find the product of two

matrices. An index (i) specifies the sector address of the combination

rule (or row of matrix A in the product AB), while (J) corresponds to

the jth digit of the combination rule. If the jth digit is a one, row

j of the matrix stored in 301-377, lines 02-04, is added digit-by-digit

modulo two to the basic row i of that matrix, or of the product matrix

in the case vhere the product is taken.

The program initial1y picks up line 02 of the combination rule

corresponding to (iO). This is tested to see if it is negative, since

a negative number indicates that all combination rules have already been

considered. If it is positive, the rule is stored in (T), and the num-

ber 25 (octal) = 21 (decimal) is stored in (a) to specify the number of

digits of this part of the combination rule vhich are yet to be consid-

ered. The number (T) is then placed in register (B) and shifted left,
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vbile sinu•teously (a), which bas been placed in r•ester (C), is

decremented by one. The number (C) is then tested for sign. If it

were negative, this would indicate that all 21 digits of the combina-

tion rule had been considered. In this case, hovever, the number is

positive. Then, (B) is tested for sign. If the first digit of the

combination rule were a one, this digit would be shifted into the sign

position of (B), yielding a negative number. If the first digit were

a zero, the shift would yield a positive (B). Thus, if (B) is negative,

row j is added to row i to form a new row i. (This never happens for

i = j because the combination rules are generated such that the ith

digit of rule i is always a zero.) Then, the program proceeds to 1902

and .j is incremented by one. If (B) is positive, the program proceeds

directly to g,. The number Wi) continues to be incremented once per

loop and (s) decrenented until (s) is negative.

Then, the line address increment (q) of the combination rule

is incremented by one. If the resulting (q) -03 is then non-negative,

the entire combination rule has been considered, in which case a new

rule is selected. This is done by increaenting (i) by 001 for matrix

construction or product formation, or by decrementing (i) by 001 if

the inverse is being sought.

In performing the addition of rows i and J, basic sector

numbers (SO) and (40 ) are inserted. For matrix construction or inver-

sion, (So) = 300 and (to) 02, while for product formation (so) = 200

and (to) = 05-.



Pam 2 (Flan'.. 13-hg)

To construct a mtrix given the ombiation rules, the program

Is started at 000 0. the section to ) modifies the main

prograi for the ressons explained in Part 1. The program following (e
inserts a diagonal matrix in sectors 301-377, lines 02-0. 2he section

between G and G clears to zero the contents of sectors 301-377,

Lines 02-O0k. Owne are then Inserted, along the diagonal in the section

follarlnw . First, the nuaber (d) - +xo000000 is stored in (301 02).

The number (d) is then successively shifted right one unit at a time,

each time storing the new number in the next successive sector.number

location of line 02, until (d) is shifted to zero, in vhich case (d)

= +4000000 is stored in line 03 of the next sector number. This con-

tinues until lines 02, 03, and 04 have all been cotpleted. The program

then proceeds to ®.

To find the inverse, the program is started at 000 05. The

section from ® to G modifies the -in program for reasons

plained in Part 1. The remainder of the program is then the same as

for constructng a matrix.

Part 3 (Figure 15)

To find the product AB of matrices A and B, the program is

started at 000 06. Previously, matrix A is stored in sectors 201-277,

lines 02-0k, and B is stored in sectors 301-377, lines 02-0. The pro-

duct appears in sectors 200-277, lines 05-07. 7he section fromG to

G clears to zero the contents of sectors 200-277, lines 05-07. The

main program is then entered.
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this section generates the randoe combination rules needed to

construct a matrix. This procedure is much the sam as the one described

In Appendix B (FLgure 7 and associated explanation). A key number in

sector 177, lines 02, 03, and 014, tells the prog.m vhere rando numbers

should be placed. For a 25 x 25 matrix, the key is:

177 02$ +7777777

177 03$ +7400000

177 04$ +oooo0o0

The columns corresponding to ones in the 177 sector numbers are filled

vith random numbers. The other columns are filled with zeros. After

the rando numbers are generated, the program proceeds to().

It is necessary to remove the diagonal ones from the set of

random numbers in order to ensure that the ith digit of combination

rule i is always a zero. InitiallY, (W) = -3777777 is set, and the

contents of 201 02 are replaced by the digit-by-digit logical product

of (M) •ith the previous contents of 201 02. The number (W) is then

successively shifted right one unit at a time (the n-1ua sign causes

ones to be introduced from the left), each time takin the logical

product of (W) •ith the contents of the next successive sector number

location of line 02, until (W) becomes equal to -777777, in which case

the line address is incrmented to 03, and (W) is returned to -3777777.

This continues until all sectors through 277 have been included. The

proga then halts.
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Details of the Code Evaluation Progem

Figures 18-22 show the logic of the various parts of the eval-

uation program in greater detail. 7he five parts are the same as refer-

red to in figure 7. The notation used is similar to that described in

Appendix A with an additional special convention. Since some quantities,

as Y and X, represent contents stored in more than one location (the

same sector, but different lines, the notation (Y, 02) vill represent

the contents of line 02 of the sector address of Y, while the notation

(Y) vill represent the contents of all lines in which Y is stored.

The 50 x 100 matrix [P] is stored in sectors 301-362, lines 02

through 06. The addresses in lines 02, 03, 04, and 05 each contain 21

bits of a row of the matrix, vhile only 16 bits from the addresses in

line 06 are included. (Since 4 x 21 + 16 = 100).

The operation of the program is best understood by considering

the various parts and their purposes.

Part 1 (Figure (18)

The purpose of Part 1 is to select the column for which a pivot

search is to be carried out. Before this can be done, the set of columns

currently being searched for linear independence must be specified. This

set is defined by the quantities X and Y. The quantity X is a 100-digit

number stored in lines 02, 03, 04, 05, and part of 06, sector 260, and

consists of zeros except for a sequence of b successive ones. he
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quatity Y is another 100-digit wmber, stored In ln1 02, 03, 0(, 05,

and o6, sector 261, and also has ones only in b successive positions,

but none In position oorspn-ing to ones in X. A given pair X, Y de-

fine sae set [01] of colmns of the type described in Section D-3.

The part of the progra beginning at 000 02 sets X, Y, and Yo (which

will be discussed later) to the initial values corresponding to [s8]

and the value of b.

A number is required to keep a record of the column under con-

sideration. Mis is provided by (P), together with line address (x).

7he binary number (P) contains but a single one, that being in the posi-

tion corresponding to the column under consideration, and (x) gives the

line address of the colum under consideration. A convenient related

quantity is (PS), vwtch Is a 100-digit number stored in lines 02, 03,

0, 05, and 06 of sector 262. Ois number is to contain a one in all

those positions up to, and including, the column under consideration.

Fbl1oving , (P) and (Pg) are set to their initial values,

which corresponds to consideration of the first column. To determine

if the column under consideration is in the set, it is necessary only

to c~amre (M) with line x of X and of Y. If it is, a search for pivot

is made on that column (proceed to ). If not, there are two possi-

bilities: either the set to be investigated has not yet been reached,

or It has been passed (in which case all colums have been investigated.

Tese alternatives are separated ty determining whether (Pa) has any

ones in cmmn vwith Y. If it does, all col have been Investigated,

and a now set of columns is selected (to()). If not, (P) is shifted
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right one space to consider a now column. If the right shift causes

(P) to be zero, the new column should be the first in the succeeding

line address, so that x is incrmented by 01 and (P) is reset to

+1000000. Also, line x of P. is set to -I4000000. The negative sign

is used for Ps because the minus sign is repreeented in the caqputer

as a one, and this one is shifted right on a right shift commnd, vhile

retaining the minus sign. Thus, successive rlight shifts change -1.000000

to -6•0000O to -7000000, etc. When (P) is not zero after shifting, line

x of (P.) is shifted right one space. In the latter case, the propu

then returns to (3 . In the former, however, vhere x has been

the return must be to 0 in order to change x in certain commands.

Part 2 (Figure 19)

This section provides a change in the set of columns for vhich

linear independence is being searched. The order of searching is as

follows: begin vith X covering coluns 1 to b, and Y = Yo covering

column b + 1 to 2b. The shift Y one space right until the last column

covered by Y is the one-hundredth. The next step is to shift X and Yo

one space right and set Y = Yo. The number Y is then shifted, and shift-

ing ocontinues in this manner until Yo covers the one-hundredth column

position.

The test follovAing is to determine whether Y has reached

position 100. If not, a key V is set for shifting Y. If it is, the key

is set for shifting To. Shifts of X, Y, and Yo all share the sme sub-

routine.
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The process of shftn X, Y. orYoi omsoW=bmae

each occupies five separate addresses. Noever, advantage can be taken

of the fact that the non-zero elements appear in succession. First,, a

search Is made for the lowest line-numbered. adArs aI of V for vidijo

the contents of V., (A) are nan-zero. This nuober :in V, (A) is Placed.

In register A. If (A) Is now negative., the sign mist be made positive,,

:in order that the subsequent right shift of (A) vill introduce a zer

from the left. TIhe contents of registers A and. B are then shifted. ri4Oit

one position. The newr value of (A) in then stored. in (V, (A)). If the

last digit in the original V., (A) were a zero, the shift viii amms (B)

to becomie positive. In this case,, the shifting of V is complete. If

the shift co as (B) to became negative, there are two possibilities:

if (V,. (S) + 01) were zero,, It should. no be nde +1.000000., and. shifting

is then complete; if (V, (A) + 01) is non-zero, the rmlmliner of the

shif can be accomplished. after observing the highest line-niubered ad.-

dress q of V for whIch the contents of V, (q) are nn- zero. V=e such

a non-zero V, (q) is found. and stored. In (A)L, It is shifted. right one

place., and the new (A) replaces (V, (q)). If (B) is now negative,

-1.000000 is placed. in (V, (q) + 01). The shift of V is then complete.

After the shifting has been perfomed., it Is necessary to ob-

serve the key to detendmin the proper branch. If the key is YO, it Is

still3 necessary to shift X, so that the key X replaces the key Y, and

the pzogpu returns toGs . If the key is X., shifting of both parts

of the set are comleted. by (To) -(T). If the shifted. (1o) no

covers the IM~at column, the Propues is completed. and the computer halts.
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If not, the propm returns to and, bean coiderig eoluoms,

starting wIth the first. If the key is Y, only one amn cobm is

Inta OdCed in the nao set, so that the retwu Is to() to consider

just that new colun.

Mhe purpose of this section is to se•rch for a pivot element

In a particular column; I.e., a nn- zero elment preceded in its row

by all seros in the columns of the set under investigation. 2w first

step is to set up a quantity Z, stored in lInes 02, 03, 04., 05, and 06

of sector 121, vhich contains ones Just in those positions of columns

of the set under investigation which have been considered, includj

the present one. A one is placed in a position of Z If and only if it

appears as a one both in Ps and in either X or Y.

Using the qajntities (P) and (x) which specify the columm, the

rows are next searched to find one with a one in that colum. If one

is found for some sector address (300 + ), a cowerison is made to see

If there are any non-zero elements in raw 3 corresponding to nn-ero

elements of Z, exclusive of the particular pivot column. If there are

none, this row is a suitable pivot, and the progr proceeds to G

(perform pivot operation). If it is not a suitable pivot, j is incre-

mented by one, and the search is repeated for a new row. If all rows of

the matrix have been searched without succesa, it is knw that the set

of colum•s is linearly dependent. 7he progra then proceeds to

(reduce Urt length).



e pu.rpose of this section is to perform the pivot opezition;

I.e., to edd the pivot zw (row J) d3) it-by .i.t modl two to a3)

other ranwshiich contain a non-zero element In tecolumn consider-

ation. The parameter (k) specifies the row to which possible addition

of raw j is being considered. Mwe case k = 3 is eliminated fron consid-

eration at 003 06. Otherwise, if a nan-zero element is found in the

proper columt, row j is added to row k, the sum foming a new row k.

The addition must be carried. out for line addresses a = 02, 03, 04, 05.,

and 06. Computer speed is most critical in the section from 017 07

(D ) through 143 06. ahch comman in this section mst be excuted

about 250,000 times in the course of the program. For this reason all

but 3 of the 24 commands in this section are seqience taged for rapid

operation.

This section causes the maximim burst length b to be reduced

by one unit if a linearly dependent set of colums has been found using

the previous value of b.

Suppose that the set found to be linearly dependent consists of

columnsx tob +x- landytob+y- 1 (vemust havey>b+x). All

column sets previous to this set were found linearly inependent for the

value b. It is then only necessary to begin the search with b - I at

the set of columnms x + 1 to b +x - 1 and y + 1 to b + y - 1, became

all previous sets of columns for burst length b - 1 have been included

in the search with burst length b. Pbr conveniences however, some dupli-

cation is permitted. and the neu search starts with x + 1 to b + x - 1
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aMd b + x to 2b + x - 2. Me pro•rm shown remove a single one from

the right of the sequence of ones In X and YO. (Previous to the ,iange,

the sequence ofones inoYvas fromb+x to 2b+x- 1.) Itis actual-

ly desired to have a one removed from the extrems left of X rather then

the riht, and this is corrected when the propu proceeds to a and

shifts X (but not Yo) right one place. Men (Yo) - (Y), and the pro-

g proceeds to®.

The ones are removed In the following manner. FIrst the sector

address key 264 is set, vhich is the address of Yo. [en., a number K

containing a single one, Initially +0000001 in line 06, is shifted left

and compared. ith the contents of 2z6 having the sm line address until

the two cmpared numbers have a one in c n. If K is shifted left

until it becomes -0000000, the line ad4dess Is reduced by 01, and K is

agin replaced by +0000001. When a comon one is formed, K is subtracted

from the contents of 261, line t, and the key 260 is set, which in the

address of X. After the process is repeated for 260, the progra proceeds

to s for shifting X right en (Y) - (Y).
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Set lunltil ai

of X, Y, Yo

02602

-ho00000 - (P8,02)

40000000- (P*,o3) ,(P5 1,Oi) ,(P8 ,05) ,(Pg,06)

.1.000000 - (P)

02 - (x)

04502
Insert .ime address ()in c

C~~~aqpwe10000 (P,() an,(x)ihý ) -Tosac

Seecio Cbn7 for Pivo Seavch
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[(~aOY,06) sad 400000771 vith zeo Y - V in sector address of OcMWii

JY Vin sctor addre~ssof c

1257 07 N350

06 M - 10)

II

F~itCAB ightroe 19PCd vlainPorm-Pr
Seeto of(to0ol7)frLnerIdpndneSac

(A) - (V
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102 02 ) (q-

Iner in ades in coniands jInsert, lI addes q)i oan

[C(X,(m)) and (P*,(m))) E(Z, (q)) and (300 + (j), (q)) - (B)

or A1 130

C y,(mW) Mar (Ps,(W) )] - (Z,(W)) E ý nat()-()vt

()+ 01 (M) d3 Compare (B) with £(P) and (300 + (j),(x))

Is~i- aneatve? No
Us W (Lm negtivea 4  (Perform pivot

IYes operation)

!r 
0j)1

Insert sector address (J) in c~in~

Figure 03-Cd vlainPorm-Pr
300ac fo Pivotad e
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S000 06
001o (k)

0010 0 k

Insert lie address(k) in co I

(300e (k) () (d

1012 06

_r 001 07

1nsert line addr s) in cnatve? l
(300 + (k),(s))

1000 + (0),(s)) - (300 + (k),(s))l

1 112 06

I

i(k) e 001 - (kCl

Pro (k) - PE ivt Operat

(djý (to selection of
Shev column)

Figure 21 -Code Eva~luation Program - Part4
Perform Pivot Operation
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214

264 - 8
06 (A

jInsert sector address (8 and~ line address (A) in comamis

F47O00001- 
(K)

(Is [(K) arA (()( )zero? O

no

(¢s),(A)) - (K) ((s),(A))

I2 negative? r to shift X right

"Yes
52 06

Fi=ure 22 - Code () luaton g - Part 5
Retuce •st Length
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APPMIX B

List of Programs

1. Evaluation Program and First Construction Method

The programs described in Appendices B and D can all be stored

in the computer at the same time. The commands are listed in figure 23

as read out from the computer. All locations containing a number with

a line through it need not be read into the computer. Some of these

locations are not used, while others are filled in the course of the

program.

The contents of sectors 301-362, lines 02-06, which are not

shown, contain the coding matrix.

2. Second Construction Method

Figure 24 lists the commands for this program. These commands

cannot be stored in the computer at the same time as the evaluation

program.
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00002 00003 00004
000 C263 0502; COOlS0503; COOO 4500;

261 1102; 000 0002; 010 1104;
264 1102; 006 1103; 003S0504;
263 0503; 00450503; 160 0000;
261 1103; 262 0400; 264 1102;
264 1103; 006S1 403; 006S0504;
263 0504; ON NO; 267 0500;
261 1104; 024 1103; 010S1404;

010 264 1104; 01150503; eee-,eve
012•4502; 260 4200; 024 1104;
eeFO4e; 006 1403; 126 0507;
261 1105; 025 1103; 015 1104;
261 1106; 01550503; 01550504;
264 1105; 261 4200; 008 ee-e",
264 1106; 006 1403; 017S1404;
260 1104: 030 1103; 260 1100;

020 260 1105; 02150503; 032 1104;
260 1106; 121 1000; 052 1403;
265 0502; 006 1403; 034 1104;
260 1102; 040 1103; 02450504;
265 0503; 062..402 e,; -4- I
260 1103; *264we 015 1404;
02750502; 02751203; 031 1104;
300 0000; -e--4e4W 052 1403:

030 262 1102; 261-4Q92 033 1104;
032 4502; 032 2403; 26; 06061
032 4502; 03350303; 60--4496-;
262 1103; 68866807 -270--0-6;
262 1104; 0396838609; 2641106,
262 1105; 027 0403; 015 0504;
262 1106; 03750003; 160 1403;
04050502: O',.,,Ni 015 1104;

040 100 0000; 121 ,002 363 1507;
056 1103; 006 0503; 014 3504;
011 1106; 043S1403; 02653702;
001 0503; 000 0001; 000 0000;
124 1103; 006 1103; 04550504;
124 0503; 124 0503; 300 4202;
047S1402; 006 1503; 04751400;
300 4200; 051 3503; e4.7s+40,
002 1105; 00353703; 0571i 103;
124 0503; 05250503;
05351402; 001 0000; ew ,ee-0 .
260 4200; 007 1100; 0 0,60,
107 1102; 044S3704; eee-Oe;
124 0503; 056S0403; 000-00 ,
05751402; -0-9, ,4 000 0000-,
261 4200; 303 4202; .000 0000;

Figuze 23a - List of Combined Evaluation-Construction Commands
Lines 02, 03, 04
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060 117 1102; 06150303; 061S0504;
130 1102; 0616OM; 300 4200;
124 0503; 06403031 067S1400;
07751402; 064S5603; ew -0600
OeN OW 000 0000; ON Ow
-•-Ne m.-; 201 7503; ON" 0- ,,_
ON OM- 240 1103; eee--eO
on-Gem; 07030503; wee. .

070 a e -Bawl 000 0002; 10251105;
O •---M0; 076S1100; M68--6OM;

ON OW ; 000ww Ow we
060-060; ON060 GM0-we 00M
ON OW60; Goo000 Ow0-ON 00M
Ow-000 emON 6OM; ON OM00
262 0400; 053S3705; -00

100 127 1102; B461G4g-j ew e-
124 0503; ON ewe ; ON-OM;
10331402; eeOw""- oee-,eeee;
300 4200; w Ow; 107S0500;
045 1104; e-eeeO; ON,- OMe
045 1104; we .. GM ONO ;
056 0403; 000-,,,; wON vOW;
260 4202; ONe--eOW; 0-ee
11150302; am SON; 006 1-108;

wv ee; 11231404;
,t4.-.OeO eee-Oeew 300 0500;
114S5602; 0 60M0 020 1107;
000 0000; Goo00M 055S3703;
241 7502; Oe m; ew ew;
00033703; ON M0w; ON0-Ow
261 4202; e ee-Owew 400-000;

I LIU 12150302; ON WOO;
04TS1400; 8?0M.w.0 000-e-00;
104080; 313 4202; 000-0000
124S5602; 124S0503; 0O0 0000;
000 0000; 000 0002; em0-000,
127 7502; 136S1500; 12650504;
000S3703; ,wN G-,,0 301 0000;

130 26 eE,* 9999ý131S0504;

000 0302;- ON -em 000 0002;
156 5602; ON GM0 141 1104;
135 7502; ON 6-0M0; 134S0504;
243S3702; "ON G-M 100 0000;
124 0503; ON OW; 155 1104;
140 1102; 0, 0 w0 137S0504;
140S0502; 140S5603; 277 4200;

Figure 23b - List of Combined EWuluation-Construction Coamsad
Lines 02., 03, 04



140 Mee !; 000 0000; 141S1404;
14251502; 234 7503; 41404
000 0001; 14350303; 156 1104;
140 1102; 140ee08 14450504;
14551502; 14860 M 000 0400;
000 0002; 146S5603; 14651404;
161 3502; 000 0000; 14651404"
15050502: 151 7503; 141 1404;

750 261 0500; 20153703; 210 1104;
140 1402; 15650500; 152S1404;
154 1102; e .Weeee 000 0400;
000 2402; 86- ww, 213 1104;
e6•"5v•,51 am ewe, 15530404;
15655602; 0q&-000 4+664041
000 0000o ; ew Ow,9 4W66
137 7502: 16051403: 16050304!

160 24353702; 000 0001; " e.e.w,;
056 0503; 176S1100; -606604;
164 2210; 8eO9e 163S5604;
164S5602; e0 8em,9 000 0000;
000 0000; ON eweee 207 7504;
204 7502; ON Gem 155 0504;
056 1103; 8e9 •,•'e 170 2210;
011 1106; ON 06e; 170S5604;

170 266 0502; 00"-eeEe; 000 0000;
124 1403; wO0e ; 174 7504;
200 1102; N' wweOMW 155 1104;
174S0502; 868w09; 14353704;
262 1100; O- 009 141 0504;
124 1403; e Ow-0); 176S1404;
202 1102; e Ow; 000 0001;
215 1102; 053S3705; 141 1104;

200 2e2 0502; Uedbafes 201S1 504;
203 2210; 20750500; 000 0007;
e6R -ii-•, O 0'-"0; 133 3504;
10653702; w "e-wve, 204S0504;
124 0503; "0 eOwv 004 0000;
160 1403; 08 e,,, 254 1102;
124 1103; am vG" 00053704;
174 1402; e NN,, 155 0504;

210 215 1102; 21151403; - 55 -050
040 0502; 001 0000; 21250004;
056 1103; 22751100; V M0jON4
011 1106; oegoe eiesee4
027 0502; NO Wee 146 0504;
*Q;G•N14•" 21651404;
045S3702; 60e wee 001 0000;
261 0406; em -e-ee 146 1104;

Figure 23c - List of Cobined Ea1luation-Conastrction Commamnd
Lines 02, 03, 0O
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220 E13,4202; am-eme-6 e ee-
000 00571 M-6 eee-ee;M
2230303; eee-eee -

226S5602; on.--Oew O M'-eeeei
000 0000; eeO-eeee eee-mee
234 7502; ON-99M eee-eeee;

23T')- 23130502; 23151503; weea ;
264 0500; 063 0000; eeemeo 1
131 1107; 044 3504; e qm).-QQ
12553707; 25OS3703; eee--eeeO
235S0502; 23550303; ON e-eee
261 0500; 236660 ON em131 1107; -•3UGM(; ONe- MM•

125S3707; 240S5603;
240 O a 9g 8

056 0403; 243 7503; e-ee
117S3702; 201S3703; ee ONG
264 0502; 264 0502; QQG•I-0;.
245S1502; 245S1503; Gee.go"!
160 0000; 176 0000; ewe Ge-8 ;
217 3502; 000 3506; ON owe
010 0504; 32553707; , Weeee

250 25151402; 264 05002; .v .. G,
002 0000; 245 1502; eee-eee,
010 1104; 254 3503; ON ,ONwG
254S1502; 160S3705; eeam
000 0000; 214S3706; ee "-eow
005 3504; -eeeef; -ee '-ee;
000s3707; MeC OwON,

"208T"!" -;•3•-.774 7 37R em"

vpp ee 09- ONe OM-ee;
000 0000; 007S77771 377S0000;
e~ee-oeelp G98P??+ B3F-ee980
177S77771 370 0000; 000 0000;
262 0500; We weeee; evv .ONO ;
377S77771 370 0000; 000 0000;

270 0o0 O00; UU1577 I I I 37750000;
000 0000; 000 0000; 000 77"71
000 0000; 000 0000; 000 0000;
we 0009~ eee Me'. a% eew
9%vvvl e vv wevvel e vWeev
eONeeOw Weoe~ OWeee oe-,,w, •; eee.-eeee• ',,,"•
177S77771 170 0000; 000 0000;

Figure 23d - List of Combined Ev•aluation-Construction Comuands
Lines 02, 03, 04
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00005 00006 00007
000 mees-em C052 0503; COOS0507;

00250505; 004 1100; 176 0000;
S00153705; 264 1102;
00451400; 00450500; 052 0503;
S944666 , 366 1107;
012 1106; 006S5606; 251 1407;
007S0505; 0on00-m 254 1107;
300 0500: 146 7506; 02653702;

010 024S1400; 01150406; 000 0000;
000 4500; M 040- 000 0500;
010 1104; a6e 4e001 264 0000;
03053705; 000 0300; 260.e5e6
015S0505; 015S5606; 000 3100;
001 0000; 000 0000; 000 00001
010 1104; 146 7506; 260 0000;
030S3705i 02050506; 02050507;
02150505; 000 0002; -see-60;
002 0000; 02251100; 02251400;
010 1104; -e, Hio, GIN6+400;
03053705; 01753707; 02401106;
ON OWeee ow
026S1107; 02651100; 026S0507;

026;G;G661100; 36e4695w
04250505; 04453706; 04251 40Mj
000 4500; ON vgo'% .eme-

254 1102; ON 0000; 80 em-
00253704; O, .. eee eeee

N- e ee-eeeem; me OO
ON mm60; eeoe-eee Geooe99w
ON Boee010606 em; 0099000
~eme OW; weGoe0; eee-0E01

vw ,-e,,e 000 0400
040 eee- eee-e•ON ,-,,,ON,-,-,O,,

ee~ ees oeeo ON0-99w0
300 1200; . ... oewe0e ;
04451400; se we; 04451106;
e446149e; a& -05G 44,;i
04651107; 05051100; 04650507;
04661194; OMMOO00 96e-4200
00353706: 06H4G 06251400:
OGG o0eee Owe! 10 ; 009 ONG;
e oem- 0525O506; ow ee-ee -

0Mv O 177577771 m e we-,
05450505; 06651500; . ...
12150400; we em
05651400; Gee 999-0'0";
0N6664400 o00-00 ON e moee
10051103; NO "OEH Gee ,-OO

Figure 23e - List of Co=bined Evaluation-Construction Comnms
Lines 05, 06, 07
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060 000 0000
062SO505; ON-e-,,A Owe;'
000 0003; Go vowe
255 1103; -M 000- , 111S1106;
06550505; ON Ow 80 99
205 0507; ON6-...0 emeO-N eeM
241 1106; ON-Weee eea-WOO
037 1407; 070S0106; ee,"".

0 243 1106; G OG-ww;
014 1407; 106S0600; eee-weee
234 1106; M86-00OM; eee-00e;
233S3706; ON-06G ~ G M-G
eee-eeee; 06-e0 4

102S0505; ON0-0006; GMe-eee

116S1400; eee-oe oo ooea;ee
106 2110; 0098 we e m;
110 3605; _ee-eeee eee-oeee
000 0200; 400 ON -gem
234S3706; 110S4600; ee-Oeeeei

I I 257 0503; 4-.ON6GeimeOe,
142 1502; 361 1206; 0QW.-Go0
257 1103; 122S0500; 02453706;
224S3706; Ow em--,ewee

eee-eee; M GWID, oeew-eee
12251103; ON 000 we ,eew
120--am ., Ma tK ee-eeee;,

100S3703; 12451406; -000000
W o -Gem 000 0001; 0eo-OW h;
w Ow 1425 100; 12650507;
e w owee-eeee ooo 0002;

ON Wee- --- @000;, 133 1107:
-e 00Mvv' GO&8 9 ;9 131$0507;eee-,eeee; .ve-o.e...w._
e . .eeee oe OW 133S1407;
eee-eeee oee-ee, 4• o.-we
ee eeee Q00O-00 146 1107;
eem -000G-eeO; 136S1407;
.e ewe, 000 0400;
eee-ee ; O0O--W: 156 1107:

Figure 23f - List of Combined Evaluation-Construction Commands
iUnes 05, 06, 07
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140 am amONs 141S1407;
e-eew wooj cooo OOOl;

ON eee-9a ew 224 1107;
S14431506; 144S1507;

e e.. 000 0007; 000 0400;
am8- am 017 3507; 161 1107;
40 GMO~ 1 6450500; e~eeseSej

N -em__ OM "WWI 150§56071
150 *&Weee ewe ";ee 000 0000;

e" oev•. e -ewe,- 215 7507;
Oee; we. We000 0100;
-ONewe me ew 246 4207;

Mee-•e••ew; 000 0307;
M 9099; e "wem 157 2210;
~e e ew Nem tese-iee
eee- owe-, 222 ,n 161 3607;
T~* 236 0500; ee 22553707;
212 1105; eeeeee 0M6e.•60a
237 0505; O "-ew; 163S5607;
172 1105; e"e -eeee 000 0000;
201 0505; ew..ee" e, 222 7507;
240 1105; 166S1406; 16650507;
212 0505; 001 0000; 000 0006;
17051405; 204S1100o 172 1107;

t"- 300 1200; am e-"N; 131 0507;
17231405; .... Wee . 17251407;

210 1105; ON QW..201 1107;
172 0505; Oee-80,6. 136 1407;
176S1405; NO 206 1107;
277 4200; ON9,e-,e 17751407;
207 1105; 9007999G, 000 0001;

200 201S0605; e ,eeee 213 1107;
RANDOM NUMBER * OW;•- e~e-.- e5e-

203S0405; We Seee 203S5607;
166 16051 ow 99W 000 0000;
233 3200; M 999.9; 241 7507;
201 1205; 20651506; 207 2210;
000 0200; 063 0000;
WeQG•_ 21055606; 211 3607;

.2106 MW-O. 000 0000; 22553707;
2125o505; 161 7502; 2125o507;

S00153705; 300 0000;
21401505; 000 0000; 260-1I04.;
062 0000; 142 0502; 22553707;
232 3505; 255 1103; 133 0507;
172 0505; 011 0507; 21751407;
22051505; 012 1407: 000 0001;

Figure 23g - List of Combined Evaauation-Construction Commands
Lines 05, 06, 07
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220 000 0006; 013 1107; 133 1107;
223 3505; 222S0506; 13053707;
125S3704; 000 0006; 22330507;
172 0505j 257 1103; 300 0000;
22551405; 013 0507; .. 0.....
000 0001; 257 1403; 131 0507;
172 1105; 241 1106; 227S5607;
236 05051 037 1407t 264 0500s

230 212 1105; 243 1106; 235 7507;
166S3705; 014 1407; 23255607;
212 0505; 234 1106; 260 0500;
236 1405; 015 0407; 301 7507;
212 1105; Ee-40e 106S3702;
166S3705; 000 0300; 23630507;
001 0000; 226 5602; 260 0500;
000 0002: 104 75051 131 1107:

240 - 664544 256 1103; 12553707;
e -e-e-e - 0588 172 0507;
ON" e m 256 1503; 177 1507;
eee-eeem, 260... 172 1107;
8ee-eeOG 255 0503; 17033707;
"'e "-OOO 001 1503; 12533707;
eee--me; 252 3506; 177S7777 i
e e... 235S37071 000 0000;

250 40-0,v ; ON gog, 25150507;
MOM e•e•ewe; 300 0500;

OeN-e ee; ee e j 366 1407;
O e0,, eee--eee, 254S1107;
ON ee 6mv 36 ~e
eGN 0em ewe #,ee 16153702;

2600 0000; 30 000; w ;
w0e00 00 0 OOee0 w 0--ew
ON OooWo; a ON -ONG;
000 0000; 000 0000; e "''wG

000 0000; 000 000; e" Oes"-

000 0000: 0W000000;
270u 000 0000; 000 0000; ~ -e9

377S7400; 000 0000; 6ew em6
000 03771 377S7730; 60e-eee0
Sew _ em 00oo0; ew e m-ee
ON Owe'.- ; Oewe..e00

000 03771 17757730; 004 0000;

Figure 23h - List of Combined Eraluation-Construction Coimmads
Lines o05 06, 07
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300 me ew 340 341S1407;
264 0502; 000 0400;
261 1102; 355 1107;
264 0503; 254 0507;
261 1103; 334 1407;
264 0504; 350 1107;
261 1104; 341 1407;
264 0505; 354 1107.

310 251 1105; 350 " -aw O6264 0506; a62 -406
261 1106; 35350107;
000 0100; -NSOPIO,
315S4207;
000 00471 96e i+e6=
31750307; 334 0507;
_......__ 360S1407;

320 3"Yeaef, ; 360 000 0001;
322S5607; 334 1107;
000 0000; 363S1507;
026 7502; 000 0007;
000 0007; 333 3507;
256 0507; 366S0507;
327S1400; 068 Oe
ae~s!4 -- 052 1403;

33n 3Jb 1107; 37' 366 1107;
145 0502; 372S1507;
334 1107; 063 0000;
33450507; 250 3507;
"eee ee" 000 0005;
336S1407;

351 1107; weG.eee

Figure 231 - List of Combined Eval.uation-Constru-ction Conmmands-Line 07
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00002$134 0502; 060 102 1102;

011 1102; 06251402;
00350502; 000 0700;
001 0000; 077 1102;
031 1102; 065S0502;
00634500;

067S1402;
016 1102:

010 01130502; 7T) 055 1402;
104 1102;

01331402; 073S.1402;
000 3400;

065 1102; 103 1102;
016S1402; 076S0502;

+7777777
020 1102;

020 1 00 10150100;
133 3602;
02330402;
.0000025
034 1002;
036 1202; 055 0502;
02750502; 107S1502;

300 0602; 000 0002;
030 03151402; 110 112 3j0;u;

044S3702;

057 1102; 055 0502;
034S0402; 11 4S1402;

000 0001;

036S0602; C55 1102;
054S3702;

041 2100; 016 0502;

040 117' 3402; 120 12151402;
034 1002; OOC 0001;
036 1202; 016 1102;
051 3602; 124S1502;

031 0502; 000 0003;
046S1402; 010 3502;

001 0000; 011 C502;

031 1102:
050 263702; 130 001 0000;

05254500; 011 1102;
002S3702;

055 1102; 000 0006:

05550502;

057S1402;

nguze 24a - List of Second Construction Method Cmmands -Line 02
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000 00003$100 0503; 00005$001S0504;
077 1103; -eei.6e54
ee 04e5 067 110L,;
077 4203; 00450505;
am ...... 031 0000;
002 0503; 134 1102;
101 1403; 007S0505;
002 1103; 130S1502;

010 004 0503; 127 1102;
101 1403; 012S0504;
004 1103; ele605G4
077 0503; 200 1102;
016 2210; 014S3704;
077 1103;
102 1403;
002 3503;

020 002 0503;

103 1403;
002 1103;
004 0503;
103 1403;
004 1103;
104 0503; 10005$000 0005;
002 1503; 10003$-3777777
00 100 3505; 001 0000;
o00S3703; +0000001

000 0001;
277 0404;

Figure 24b - List of Second Construction Method Commads-Lines 03j, 05
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000 00004$W01 50504;
100 0400;
067 1102;
004S0504;
.001 0000; 11404$115S0504;
134 1102; 001 0000;
00750504; 130 1104;
130S1402* 12050504;

010 127 1102; 120 000 001I;
012S0504; 132 1104;
300 0000; 123S0504;
232 1102; 100 0000;
015S0504; 135 1104;
000 0001; 12650504;
027 1104; 300 1101;
02050504: 130S1404;

020 001 0000; 130 -tee-e,.,-
025 1104; 132S1404;
023S0504; me -86%4
300 1101; 141 1104;
025S1404; 13550504;
OffeY eew
02751404; 13755604;
See-,e3a 000 0000;

030 033 1104; 140 152 7504;
03254500;

-BBL6450Gr 144S2210;

025 0504; 135 1104;
036S1504; 130 0504;
077 0000; 147S1404;
045 3504; 001 0000;

040 027 0504; 150 130 1104;
042S1504; 125S3704;
000 0003; 132 0504;
052 3504; 15451404;
114S3704; 000 0001;
025 0504; 132 1104;
047S1404; 15751504;
001 0000; 000 0005;

050 025 1104; 160 122 3504;
02253704; 000S3702;
027 0504; 000 0000;
05451404;
000 0001;
027 1104;
017S3704;

Figure 24c - List of Second Construction Method COMMnmnds-Line 04
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000 000060015s0506;
000 0402;
067 1102;
00450504;
eeoe4;

134 1102;
00730504;
eem~5e4;

010 127 1102;
01250504;

232 1102;
01550506;
000 0001;
027 1106;
02050506;

020 001 0000;
025 1106;
023S0506;
200 1104;
02551406;
e;; -989
027S1 406;
ONe ONOe

030 033 1106;
032S4500;
~89645OG

025 0506;
036S1506;
077 0000;
045 3506;

040 027 0506;

042S1506;
000 0003;
052 3506;
OOS3702;
025 0506;
047S1406;
001 0000;

050 025 1106;
02253706;
027 0506;
05451406;
000 0001;
027 1106;
01753706;

Figure 241 - List of Second Construction Method Comnads -Line 06
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000 00007$00150507; 040 000 0004;
001 0000; 043 3507;
032 1107; 05653707;
00450507; 012 0507;
000 0002; 04551407;
012 1107; 000 0001;
032 0507; 012 1107;
01051407; 001 050,7;

010 200 1200; 050 032 1101;
01251 407; 006S3707;
OemOe6; 032 0507;
030 1107; 001 1407;
012 0507; 032 1107;
016S1407; 006S3707;
177 4200; 057S0507;
027 1107i 201 0402:

020 02150607; 060 002 1103;
RANDOM NUMBER 062S0507;

023S0407; 201 1202;
166 16051 004 1103;
052 3200; 000S3703;
021 1207;
000 0200;
t'"-4e"eA

030 17702*4+7777777
03250507; 17703$+7400000

6e e•e-,• 17704$X0000000
0345150.7;
077 0000;
052 3507;
012 0507;
040S1507;

Figure a4e - List of Second Construction Method Commanda-Line 07 and
Sector 177
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APPUIDIX F

Adaptability to Other Code Sizes

The following is an enumeration of the changes which must be

made according to the value of n and c chosen.

1. Number of Rows of Matrix

372 07$ OXX 0000;

2o6 06$ oxx 0000;

231 03$ OXX 0000;

214 05$ OYY 0000;

XX-- 1 + (C)octal; YY = (octa1

The above quantities specify when the last row has been reached.

2. Number of Columns of Matrix

for n = 100,
217 02$ 267 04OX; 217 02$ 261 0406;

221 02$ +XXWXC0X 221 02$ +0000077

This command and number tell the program if the set of columns

Y has reached inclusion of column n. If one writes n = 21p + q + 1,

where q < 21, then the line address of the command in 217 02 should be

02 + P, and the number in 221 02 should contain zeros in the leftmost

q positions, and ones in the remaining positions.

Also
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for n - 100,
313 07$ 26104 oI~ 313 07$ z2&i 01106 ;

315 07$ +MM 315 07* +0000037
or

+000077

This commend and wuber tell the program if the set of coliun

Yo has reached inclusion of colum n. (Logically, it vould-appear from

the program that n + 1 should be used instead of n, but the search for

linear independence over the last set of column is redundant because of

the method of code construction.)

3. Key for Generating Code

n - 100, c- 50
277 02* - +7777777

277 03$ - +7400000

277 04$ - +0000000

277 05*- +007777o

277 06* - [Tf7-rMi0

7he first n digits of those beginning vith the e t in

277 02 end endi with the rightmost in 277 06 correspond in position

to the n columns of the (P] matrix. A set of c consecutive digits of

these are made zero, and the other n - c are each set equal to one.

The c zeros correspond to the positions of the check digits. The code

generation program fills the colums corsnng to ones in 277 with

rando numbers, and places a c x c unit diagonal matrix in the check

digit positions. In certain cases it vill be necessary to use a sector

address other then 277, as explained below.
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4. KAy for Decoding Matrices

267-276, lines 02, 03, 04p, 05, 06

In order for a code to be suitable, certain sets of coltums of

[P] must be linearly Independent, namely (P], [Pa], ... , [PO]. Sectors

267, 270 are filled such that each position corresponding to a column of

[I P] contains a one in either 267 or 270, end .ll other positions are

zero in both 267 and 270. Me contents of 267 and 270 replace the quan-

tities X and Y in the main program to provide a test of the linear in-

dependence of [P 1 ]. For the (100, 50) code, the following were the

contents:

line 02 03 04 05 06

267 +7777777 -7400000 +0000000 +0000000 +0000000

270 +0000000 +0377777 -7400000 +0000000 +0000000

Similarly, 271 and 272 can represent [P,], etc.' (In same cases, 270 and

271 together can represent one of the matrices as well.)

An additional charge needed is

254 02$ ooX 0000;

where XX = (2q)oct1, and q is the number of matrices which must be lin-

early independent in order to make the code suitable. In case q > 4, it

is necessary for the decoding matrix key to occupy sectors 277 and some

suceeding sectors. This will only happen if c is considerably below the

maximum, in which case the first row of the [P] matrix can be stored

further down than sector 301. The key for generating the code would also
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have to be moved to a sector other than 277. This would require the

following changes.

Replace 300 4200; by XXX 4200; in

047 02

103 02
061 04

Replace 300 0500; by XXX 0500; in

112 04

007 05

251 07

Replace 300 1200; by XXX 1200; in

042 05

170 05 •

Replace 300 0400; by XXX 0400; in

256 07 •

Replace 300 0000; by YYY 0000; in

126 04

Replace 277 4200; by ZZZ 4200; in

137 04

The quantity YYY is the sec :.or location of the first row, and

XXX = MYY - 001. The address ZZZ is for the new key location.
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APPMAU G

Checking the Oomputer Result

In the course of the main evaluation program, the computer

executes more than ten million comands. While it is very unlikely

that a computer error would occur vithout being coupled with a pre-

mature halt in the program, it was felt that some check was needed

to ensure that the computer performed the program correctly.

An error committed in performing the various additions of

rows to the matrix could readily be detected by operating on the

final derived matrix after computer halt so as to re-diagonalize

columns 51 - 100. This is done simply by starting the program at

01705 (G in Figure 9, Appendix B). If the resulting matrix is

not identical to [P], then some error has been made, while if it is

identical, then it is virtually certain that no error has been made

in performing the additions of rows to other rows. No such error was

ever observed.

An additional check on errors is to run the program through

twice and compare the two final derived matrices. This was done for

the code' described in Section B, and the same result was obtained in

both cases.

The code shown in Appendix K was checked in a different manner,

in addition to the check by return to [P]. Instead of the "reduced

burst length" portion of the program, the computer was caused to halt

when search at that burst length yielded a set of linearly dependent
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columns. The program halted for bursts of length 21, and visual ob-

servation showed that the set of columns (3-23, 53-73) were indeed

linearly dependent (see figure 25, especially column 73). As a fur

ther check, a return to the original matrix was made, and this same

set of columns was checked for linear independence. gain, the set

was found linearly dependent. The same was done for b = 20, and

b = 19. Finally, the program ran to completion for b = 18. This

final result was checked further by return to the original matrix

[P].
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30102 30103 30104 30105 30106
D+6000000 D+3123755 D+0200000 0+0004343 D+7b044600
+4000000 +5437434 +1300000 40004116 +5625400
+2100000 40152407 +1040000 +0004250 +5754000
40200000 +1553110 +0200000 +0004143 +6250400
+0040000 +1760000 +1300000 +0000004 +6107040
+0002000 +1546072 40300000 +0000130 +2273600
+7000000 +1116422 +0000000 +0004620 +0037640
+0010000 40374173 40340000 40000236 +3727600
+0020000 +0347370 40340000 +0004451 +6111200
+0000400 40110467 +1140000 +0004012 +1563440
+6001000 40434726 40140000 +0004672 +3251200
40400000 +1443272 +1000000 +0004623 +0074640
+4000200 40515526 +1340000 +0000725 +1565240
+6000100 +1230125 +1000000 40000304 +2345600
+4000004 +0372530 +1300000 +0000310 +3504200
+2004000 +0414202 40240000 +0004716 +6272440
40000040 +0475606 +0040000 +0000265 +5512040
+6000002 +1773564 +1300000 +0004637 +1553400
+2000020 +0272635 +1240000 40000502 +5305200
+6000000 +1331364 +1200000 40204152 +1207640
+2000000 40715112 +0240000 +0040540 +2500400
+0000010 +1370320 +1300000 +0000437 +201f5400
+4000001 +0420711 +1340000 40000774 +2666600
+0000000 +0177070 +0050000 +0000447 +2133240
+6000000 +0225726 +1000000 +1000401 +7040200
+2000000 +0417775 +1304000 +0000067 +3204400
+2000000 +0461177 +0101000 +0004427 +6037640
+4000000 +15546'67 +1340040 +0000320 +4254240
44000000 +0437343 +0340400 +0000560 +4627040
+0000000 +0221321 +1100020 +0004750 +6204440
+6000000 +1245370 +1140000 +0010543 +5767640
+6000000 +1210437 +1040200 +0000017 +2765040
+0000000 +1253475 +0000010 +0004741 +2571400
+6000000 +1106734 +0340004 +0000004 +3364640
+4000000 +0221601 +1140002 +0000670 +4637400
+2000000 +0525740 +1240001 +0000200 +4720200
+4000000 +0657630 +0240000 +4000536 +3125240
+2000000 +0465001 +0300000 +2000001 +6325600
+2000000 +0671553 +0240000 +0404777 +5753240
+4000000 +1023124 +0040000 +0020546 +7660240
+6000000 +1757257 +2300000 +0000312 +6237440
+4000000 +1633240 +4200000 +0000432 +7072040
+2000000 +1605224 +0300100 +0004706 +3400600
+2000000 40136200 +0540000 +0000260 +1146200
+2000000 +1713424 +1140000 +0000715 +5251340
+4000000 +0515350 40302000 +0004175 +1100600
+6000000 +1102650 +0360000 +0000177 +4016200

X0000000 +1042665 +1140000 +0104255 +6655400
+4000000 +1067006 +0200000 +0002615 +0517640
4000000 +0473303 +1200000 +0001102 +2570040

Figure 25 - Tranwformd 0o0e of Appendix I Sming Idmno Dopendmae. of
Col.umns 3-23, 53-73
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APPU)XX H

An Additional (100. 50) Code

Figures 26-28 illustrate the coding and decoding matrices for

a (100, 50) code which is capable of correcting all bursts of length

18 or less. This code was constructed by means of the second method

of code construction, as described in Section C. 2 and Appendix C. The

individual 25 x 25 matrices from which the code was built are shown in

figure 29, and related matrices are shown in figure 30. Octal digits

represent three binary digits in a row, except the last octal digit,

which is either 4 or 0 according as the last binary digit is 1 or 0.



30102 30103 30104 30105 30106
D4+1260240 D+3737210 D+2550000 D+0000000 D+0000000
+4223705 +1320204 +0704000 +0000000 +0000000
+5105507 +5474222 +5342000 +0000000 +0000000
+2573477 +5141607 +2641000 +0000000 +0000000
+3174122 +2112216 +1720400 +0000000 +0000000
+4422412 +6702652 +2340200 +0000000 +0000000
+1674110 +1404760 +0340100 +0000000 +0000000
+6327013 +6277332 +0620040 +0000000 +0000000
+3225022 +4232132 +4520020 +0000000 +0000000
+1377231 +4021544 +7420010 +0000000 +0000000
+0471331 +4040047 +6700004 +0000000 +0000000
+4710510 +1121032 +6060002 +0000000 .0000000
+5070603 +0566612 +6420001 +0000000 +0000000
+7452661 +5726531 +3460000 +4000000 +0000000
+4566667 +7350465 .6260000 +2000000 +0000000
+4070055 +2436127 +1420000 +1000000 +0000000
+4105317 +2565753 +5160000 +040000O0 +0000000
+6545073 +0041113 +4440000 -c200000 +0000000
+5111711 +2005355 +5400000 +01"0000 +0000000
+5576223 +0714010 +5300000 +0040000 +0000000
+4175114 +1203771 +5200000 +,,'020000 +0000000
+7235466 +2215070 +5300000 +0010000 +0000000
+4633410 +0307372 +1740000 +0004000 +0000000
+3420610 +7343671 +3240000 +0002000 +0000000
+3552244 +3245307 +6740000 +0001001 +0000000
+4265341 +6304561 +1620000 +00004n. +0000000
+6310004 +7025035 +1640000 +0000200 +0000000
+2620000 +2515710 +3500000 +W000100 +0000000
+3560354 +1575322 +5720000 +0000040 +0000000
+0311377 +6426076 +1040000 +.0000020 +0000000
+4621413 +6372367 +0640000 +0000010 +0000000
+6060175 +5107103 +1160000 +0000M.0 4 +0000000
+4654602 +3426564 +3620000 +0000002 +0000000
+5150766 +6322633 +3160000 +.0000001 +0000000
+7566725 +7617451 +6140000 +0000000 +4000000
+1461347 +4407562 +4660000 +0000000 +2000000
+2467523 +7373620 +6300000 +0000000 +1000000
+1524636 +2510027 +2640000 +0000000 +0400000
+6112305 +5443117 +2520000 +0000000 +0200000
+6015777 +6473743 +7620000 +0000000 +0100000
+4722463 +7120367 +5200000 +0000000 +0040000
+4322236 +0527262 +4160000 +0000000 +0020000
+4243514 +3042413 +1360000 +0000000 +0010000
+3721266 +5551473 +7640000 +0000000 +0004000
+7017526 +2547631 +5040000 +0000000 +0002000
+5431021 +0636051 +1500000 +0000000 +0001000
+4503030 +5601257 +3340000 +0000000 +0000400
+3107150 +1676127 +3540000 +0000000 +0000200
+7235541 +1651233 +2440000 +0000000 +0000100
+7235501 +6624560 +6060000 +0000000 +0000040

Rom 26 - Oodin (and Decodins) [tri. EP3 for a (100, 50) Oode
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30102 30103 30104 30105 30106
D+4000000 D+0000000 D+0017016 D+4240676 D+6651300
+2000000 +0000000 +0010754 +4520014 +0422140
+1000000 +0000000 +0006412 +1111176 +6250400
+0400000 +0000000 +0012700 +0433105 +3336440
40200000 +0000000 +0002530 +1142055 +2251300
+0100000 +0000000 +0003777 +3217530 +3211600
+0040000 +0000000 +0004660 +3615015 +6466700
+0020000 +0000000 +0005410r +6261044 +3432340
+0010000 +0000000 +0006064 +7043324 +7261340
+0004000 +0000000 +0001546 +6334523 +1261500
+0002000 +0000000 +0015053 +5207141 +1615500
+0001000 +0000000 +0015500 +3506431 +4653300
+0000400 +0000000 +0000310 +3665476 +5107340
+0000200 +0000000 +0004676 +3734705 +2732600
+0000100 +0000000 +0016115 +7461442 +1515140
+0000040 +0000000 +0012257 +6350673 +1176540
+0000020 +0000000 +0011775 +3437243 +7370200
+0000010 +0000000 +0000110 +6072217 +6274400
+0000004 +0000000 +0016420 +4456022 +0216240
+0000002 +0000000 +0007644 +5430314 +7123240
+0000001 +OOO00 +0000672 +3570325 +2256240
+0000000 +400M0 +0014551 +2271330 +1534300
+0000000 +2000000 +0014314 +1544354 +0245400
+0000000 +1000000 +0012523 +2433305 +4640540
+0000000 +0400000 +0017023 +2761032 +6576700
+0000000 +0200000 +0C05036 +4160540 +6405040
+0000000 +0100000 +0005027 +0427557 +5141300
+0000000 +0040000 +0015562 +7055743 +4046340
+0000000 +0020000 +0002562 +6120337 +4775040
+0000000 +0010000 +0016032 +1305225 +7046740
+0000000 +0004000 +0014016 +7260577 -+2032640
+0000000 +0002000 +0013322 +2612543 +4102540
+0000000 +0001000 +0004425 +0354357 +6456440
+0000000 +0000400 +0002614 +6726646 +3670740
+0000000 +0000200 +0004036 +4256365 .0621540
+0000000 +0000100 +0007441 +2600751 +2611640
+0000000 +0000040 +0003060 +1326262 +7453140
+0000000 +0000020 +0006316 +0655012 +7200400
+0000000 +0000010 +0006505 +4135001 +2431140
+0000000 +0000004 +0005170 +0757406 +4042140
+0000000 +0000002 +0003050 +1065323 +4213140
+0000000 +0000001 +0007645 +1776247 +4630600
+0000000 +0000000 +4004425 +3171166 +1407700
+0000000 +0000000 +2005725 +5074405 +3664040
+0000000 +0000000 +1011670 +5403771 +1336200
+0000000 +0000000 +0406653 +2257053 +1610440
+0000000 +0000000 +0217304 +3710354 +2502440
+0000000 +0000000 +0110605 +0266360 +2214300
+0000000 +0000000 +0054177 +0537653 +2003640
+0000000 +0000000 +0033655 +4644523 +3340040'

Flgure 27 - Decoding htrJx QL ] to. the (100, 50) CO"
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30102 30103 30104 30105 30106
D+9646200 D+5600000 D+0000000 D+0000771 D+0062600
4657305 +5100000 +0000000 .0000445 +0671540
42756776 +6040000 +0000000 +0000620 +7277740
+M430716 +6020000 +0000000 +0000732 +5322240
.6646050 +4410000 40000000 +0000606 +6000000
+4275144 40004000 4.0000000 +0000320 +1440100
+1027542 +1002000 40000000 +0000174 +3740140
+4327442 +4401000 +0000000 .0000240 +2542240
+6401365 +7400400 40000000 40000233 +6540700

+5006434 +5000200 +0000000 40000432 +1735300
+7631360 +3400100 .0000000 40000150 +4607200
+1406572 +3400040 +0000000 .0000317 +3571440
+4031714 +2400020 +0000000 +0000757 +7020540
+6420207 +2400010 +0000000 +0000352 +5024340
+6337063 +1400004 +0000000 40000304 +2440000
+7560350 +1000002 +0000000 +0000475 +1426240
+4416270 +6400001 +0000000 +0000306 +3005740
+2475136 +2400000 +4000000 4.0000656 +4503740
+5433721 +5000000 +2000000 40000272 +7634700
+1511221 +0000000 +1000000 40000344 +3267240

+0134217 +7000000 +0400000 +0000540 +3527540
+1745436 +7000000 4.0200000 +0000330 +3677700
+4246452 +6000000 +0100000 +0000256 +4251340
+4622114 +2400000 +0040000 40000561 +6756040
+4255433 +5000000 +0020000 ,0000505 +7577100
+6712124 +5000000 +0010000 +0000671 +1276200
+4221412 +5000000 +0004000 40000716 +2745300
+3142664 +6400000 +0002000 +0000231 +4232100
+4656160 +1400000 +0001000 +0000330 +3160440
+0365574 +6400000 +0000400 +C000241 +2057440
+6162650 +3000000 +0000200 +0000504 +5711040
+5121773 +2000000 +0000100 +0000436 +7613200
+1256162 +0000000 +0000040 +0000516 +5442700
+4420645 +6000000 +0000020 +0000154 +3127300
+3757663 +5000000 +0000010 +0000127 +0516700
+4111412 +6000000 +0000004 +0000142 +3553740
+6035312 +7400000 +0000002 +0000507 +6525000
+7256475 +0000000 +0000001 +0000144 +4134100
+7752202 +5000000 +0000000 +4000520 +2622440
+3321772 +3400000 +0000000 +2000213 +3751340
+6265227 +4000000 +0000000 +1000111 +5451640
+5270652 +7400000 +0000000 +0400370 +4436C00
+4130135 +3000000 +0000000 +0200766 +7247300
+1123125 +3400000 +0000000 +0100417 +5363240
+3236066 +5400000 +0000000 +0040134 +2135040
+2425315 +0400000 +0000000 .0020222 +4271400
+6717022 +7400000 40000000 +0010371 +4757640
+7036352 +5400000 +0000000 +0004426 +4400340
+5301721 +3000000 +0000000 +0002052 +2411400
+2335153 +7400000 +0000000 +0001447 +0726700

Rgur. 28 - Decodit] Ibtuli EQ. for the (.00, 50) Oode
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964620054 7710062 60
657202550 4450671 54
275677660 620727774
2430716 60 732532224
664605044 606600000
4275144 00 320144010
102754210 2743740 14
432744244 240254224
640136574 233654070
5006434 50 432173530
763136034 150460720
1406572 34 317357144
403171424 757702054

R1M]m 642020724 M42 352502434
633706314 304244000
7560350 10 475142624
441627064 3063005.74
247513624 656450374
5433721 50 272763470
1511221 00 344326724
013421770 540352754
1745436 70 330367770
424645260 2564251 34
462211424 561675604
425543350 505757740,

671212450 671127620
422141250 7162745.30
314266464 231423210
465616014 330316044
036557464 241205744
6162650 3C 5045711 04
5121773.2C 4367613 20
125616200 516544270
4420645 6C 154312730

N1 - 3757663 50 1R2m2 = 127051670
411141260 142355374

603531274 507652500
725647500 144413410
7752202 50 520262244
332177234 213375134
6265227-40 111545164
527065274 370443600
.413013530 766724730
112312534 417536324
3236066 54 1342135D4
242531504 222427140>
671702274 371475764
703635254 426440034
5301721 3X 052241140
2335153 74 44707267C

Figur. 29 - Inc~vldual Coinponea of EP3
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241720700 676420530
241 3421.34 6404101O60
667134264 170445270
127130500 303416550
7015054-24 224434364
600735300 605524470
555113050 011740070
2212416.60 5766641 44
1306335,30 4642651 24
201721270 043311704
362053000 100117560
143005530 242065414
314703264 355425504

Rl- 324260564 R2- 655262714
247403674 721153454
142404324 074256304
3722477 7Q 353727234
221254744 102227110
275264360 012733300
473426014 630021260
332551274 407763240
754217440 432161260
430241330 616764370
607742574 707562650
572663220 512617570

740721200 611342344
436622500 052072350
320504444 233620790
534002154 372345364

125404610 054174210
177755074 754756150
233017064 216206234

260431304 055350744
-1 303234214 -1 645466634

M = 066331560 N " 437123430
642565034 017345154
664016430 767441460
014417324 220056550
233717560 106236524
704676304 167707744
512771640 240757240
477656174 256545034
004430350 105026274
721022270 323167750
372226140 317463210
033516740 474122320
626451344 402536670
614606620 574256730
5251521,54 522466510
741153704 451341414

Figure 30 - Related 25 x 25 Matrices
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The Research Division of the Col lege of Engineering is an integral part of the educational
program of the College. The faculty of the College takes part in the work of the Research Divi-
sion, often serving as co-ordinators or project directors or as technical specialists on the projects.
This research activity enriches the educational experience of their students since it enables the
faculty to be practicing scientists and engineers, in close touch with developments and current
problems in their field of specialization. At the same time, this arrangement makes available to
industrial and governmental sponsors the wealth of experience and special training represented by
the faculty of a major engineering college. The staff of the Division is drawn from many areas of
engineering and research. It includes men formerly with the research divisions of industry, govern-
mental and public agencies, and independent research organizations.

Following are the areas represented in the research program: Aeronautical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Engineering Mechanics, Indus-
trial and Management Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Metallurgical Engineering, Mathe-
matics, Meteorology and Oceanography, and Physics. In addition, an interdisciplinary research
group is responsible for studies which embrace several disciplines. Inquiries regarding specific
areas of research may be addressed to the Director, Research Division for forwarding to the appropriate
research group.
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